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Dear Client

Markets Do Recover

Right now, it’s hard to believe that share and bond markets recover - I know. The
world share index is down some 23% from the start of this year and gloom is all
around us.

The following factors are front of all our minds and are behind the fall in share and
bond markets:

sharply increasing interest rates to reduce the impact of inflation
supply chain disruptions as a result of Covid
outbreak of the Ukrainian war
China’s Covid elimination strategy.

However, history shows that share markets do recover – and in fact grow beyond the
decline.

The following table shows the largest declines in the world’s largest share market
(S&P 500) over the last 100 years – and the recoveries over the next 5 years.

You will see that there have been some large declines (up to 86% during the Great
Depression!), but in every case the market recoveries have been dramatic. The
average loss during these significant events was -60% and the average annual gain
after these declines was +26% p.a. over each of the subsequent 5 years.
 
This shows that:

while we despair at the current state of the share and bond markets, they do
recover
if we weaken and withdraw our funds before we need them, we will likely miss
out on the recovery
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it’s very hard to ‘time the markets’ because, while you may miss some of the
decline, you will also likely miss some of the recovery.

There has been lots of bad news built into the current share and bond prices. When
this news turns around, and it will, then investment markets will see these events as
positives and this will lead to a recovery. I expect this to happen late this year, or
early next year.

Please let me know if you want me to review your investments or you have any
concerns that aren’t addressed here - or If you think I can assist in any way.
 
Best regards

Greg McGlynn BMS / Director

Financial Adviser
FSP 711032
greg@prospectwealth.co.nz
www.prospectwealth.co.nz
027 278 7656
09 449 2736.

If you have any questions please contact us on +64 9 449 2736 or email to:
greg@prospectwealth.co.nz

Information and Disclaimer: This report is for information purposes only. It does not
consider your investment needs or personal circumstances and so is not intended to be

viewed as investment or financial advice. Should you require financial advice you should
always speak to your Financial Adviser. This report has been prepared from published

information and other sources believed to be reliable, accurate and complete at the time
of reparation. While every effort has been made to ensure accuracy Prospect Wealth, nor
any person involved in this publication, accept any liability for any errors or omission, nor

accepts liability for loss or damage as a result of any reliance on the information
presented.
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